INCREASING THE EFFICIENCY OF LOGISTICS FLOW IN PRODUCTION SYSTEM BY THE SOFTWARE TOOL TECNOMATIX PROCESS SIMULATE
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Abstract. Basic tool for increasing business process efficiency in the context of Industry 4.0 is to create a Digital Twin. Using the PLM/Product Lifecycle Management tools it is possible to create a digital business model, capture data from the manufacturing process, evaluate and continually optimize processes and subsequently return them to physical production. In the context of the above, the article is focused on problems of introducing digitization of logistics processes through support software module Tecnomatix Process Simulate. The aim was to increase the logistics flow efficiency in selected company using software tool Tecnomatix Process Simulate. The application of an appropriate simulation tool will enable to increase the possibilities of finding lean solutions, selecting and implementing the optimum solution to the real system. Case study illustrates potential that can be achieved by the way of modelling and simulation the real production system.
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1 Introduction

Tecnomatix Process Simulate is one of Siemens’ Tecnomatix software packages that include the entire Product Lifecycle Management/PLM from product development through production planning, logistics and ergonomics (RobCAD, FactoryCAD, FactoryFlow, Plant Simulation, Process Designer, Jack and Jill). With the help of this software, it is possible to create kinematic 3D simulations, dynamic and static collision detection, 2D and 3D sections, 3D measurements, operation management, resource modelling, 3D workstation design, automatic assembly planning, simulation of human movement, etc. [1], [2], [3], [4]. Moreover, enables connecting the physical components of the industrial automation directly to the simulation environment, it is also possible to realistically test the functionality of the
prepared program for a control unit/PLC and set and map the signals. Tecnomatix Process Simulate enables virtually to launch, revive, and test the proposed solution [5], [6], [7], [8].

Below listed case study illustrates optimization of logistics flows using TX Process Simulate software. Modelling and simulation of workplace in a software module Process Simulate enables to rationalize it in virtual environment, which will contribute to cost savings which would have been spent in the process of direct implementation of the proposals in practice. Effective use of simulation tools requires an accurate analysis of initial state. This will provide input for creation a model and implementation of simulation. [9], [10], [11], [12].

This study does not interpret all realized analysis, but is focused on the interpretation of the realised simulation. Diagram in Figure 1, shows a recommended workflow for executing a simulation study. The first step is to set goals and effective ways to measure the results of the model. Thanks to that it is easier to build an accurate model. While modelling, it is necessary to determine the factors that affect the results of the model and eliminate the factors that can be ignored. Next, the validation follows. If the model meets the criteria then experiments can be made. The advantage is that experiments will show many possibilities which can be executed before any changes are recommended for the real system. [13], [14], [15], [16].

When creating a simulation, avoid errors that can lead to incorrect results [17], [18], [19], [20], [21]:
- inaccurate specifications and parameters,
- an inaccurate goal or none at all,
- a missing or inaccurate definition of how to measure the results of the model,
- a model that is too detailed and complicated and is hard to understand,
- a model that is too abstract,
- an insufficiently validated model,
- incorrect assumptions.
2 Case study of implementation Tecnomatix Process Simulate

Selected company operates in the production of bearing houses and clevises designed for rail vehicles, machining of castings, welding of subgroups for rail vehicles and production of double-wheel angular saws type UPK 1000. One of the reasons for optimization the workplace is to eliminate unproductive time to productive by implementation of new production of axle box and reducing unnecessary handling direct staff. The company is currently one of the most important Slovak producers of axle boxes, as shown in Figure 2 and clevis designed for rail vehicles. It is also a long-time producer of circular angular saw for processing logs and hydraulic cranes used for handling loads.

The original of logistic company flow is modelled in software module Tecnomatix Process Simulate, as shown in Figure 3. There are defined individual steps of moving products in the workplace, where the beginning of flow is in point one in the warehouse with the original (unadjusted) products. Logistics flow begins by moving products from the warehouse to the conventional beam house which is in point 2. Then the worker unloads variety of products in the workshop and takes balanced pieces into the buffer stock in point 3. In this stock there are always stored several pallets of flat products which are ready for further processing. Worker takes away these pieces to CNC machining centres where the process of machining is in progress. Forasmuch as the company manufactures products in three sets of simple clevises and one squat by clevis, worker is required to bring to one centre 1 palette of simple clevises and to second centre 1 palette of squat by clevises. Then he takes finished pieces on pallets from these two centres one after the other and he takes them to the dispatch warehouse. This original logistic flow seems to be very complicated. The original times of operations and handling workers were measured and they were registered in working day shots. The proposed solution of optimizing production is modification in the logistics flow, dispositional layout of workplace and expansion of production by axle boxes of type BA 382. It leads to shortening of handling times, increasing of production and reducing of downtime of CNC machines and workers.
Fig. 3. The original logistics flow of company

The working process takes place in five consecutive operations, concretely:
- burning - removal of unwanted parts of clevises,
- grinding of parts where unwanted parts were removed,
- piling (flexing) process.

By thermal intervention to clevises, the individual pieces are hooped. The workers perform process of measurement and straightening on hydraulic machines in manufactory where the first two operations are in progress. Company produces simple and squab by clevises. It means that workers must pay attention to what kind of clevis they work with. Working of both pieces of clevis requires the same time. Measured times for individual work stages are followed:

- Burning: 1.30 min.,
- Grinding: 3.17 min.,
- Straightening: 4.15 min.

Pieces that undergone the various operations are separately carried away by direct staff to the buffer stock. Then he takes these pieces away separately to CNC machining centres. Two operations of processing prepared pieces from conventional workshop are in progress there. At this point it is necessary to different types of machined piece. Simple clevises are machined on one CNC machine and squab by clevises are machined on the other one. The operations mentioned above were measured in the following values:

- Simple clevis: 1st operation: 15,2 min., 2nd operation: 13,0 min.
- Squabby clevis: 1st operation: 15,5 min., 2nd operation: 13,5 min.

It follows that total time for production one piece of simple clevis is 36,8 min. and the time for production one piece of squab by clevis is 37,6 min. This is a productive machine time for one piece. So the company per day (working shift/11,5 hours) will produce 18,75 pieces of simple clevises and 18,35 pieces of squab by clevises. The contract is completed in set: 3 pieces of simple clevis + 1 piece of squab by clevis. Logistics flow starts before the buffer stock. The direct staffs take pieces into a conventional workshop for the working process of first three stages of production. The direct staff must distinguish which part of clevis will be moved to conventional workshop. Then he brings finished pieces into the buffer stock and he stores them systematically to each other. Simple clevises are stored on the one hand and squab by clevises are on the other hand. Direct staff than bring prepared pieces to CNC machining centres, where individual pieces are wrought to the final form.

Simple clevises are wrought just at one machining centre and squab by clevises on the other one. In the original scheme, we can see a lot of rotations and handlings of one worker.
with individual pieces in warehouse and at the workplace. In measured values it indicates lengthy handling. Transport of pallets in warehouse from the first handling of original pieces, to removal of prepared pallets of four pieces to CNC machining centres and subsequently despatch to store lasts 29 minutes and 20 seconds. This measured time is labelled as processing time. Thus, it is the time which indirectly adds some value to the product. Movements and material handling are shown in Figure 4 and creation of human motion is shown in Figure 5. Creating and working with the Process Simulate software was the most used MODELING, HUMAN and OPERATIONS. Some parts of the workplace were drawn in the SOLIDWORKS and INVENTOR program. These are models of conventional workshop and models of simple and squabby clevises. These models were converted to .jt, which is supported by the software. The measured and processed values are shown in Figure 6 a), b), c). Proposed solutions for optimization the workplace was implemented into the practice and the company achieved the increase in production, shown in Figure 7. We proposed dispositional layout of workplace, it means elimination of buffer stock in result of which handling times of direct staff are shortened. We also suggested production of axle box BA 382, which is actually also part of the wagon chassis. This order can be drawn from subsidiary company which cannot produce this kind of assortment. These axle boxes are designed to be produced on a CNC machine where squab by clevises are produced. This would increase the production of the spare machine and downtime of workers and centre would decrease.
Implementation and production on this CNC machine would not be a problem, seeing that company owns machines that are capable to produce several pieces in two different programs. Reducing the downtime of the operator serving the machining centre and shortening the time of the directional worker is documented by the working day shot, as shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9. This is own processing (MS Excel) of the measured values in company.
### Analysis activities of direct staff per one circuit flow

**Workplace:** Production hall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>3.3.2016</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shift</td>
<td>daily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of observation</td>
<td>12:00:18.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning of observation - real time</td>
<td>12:00:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginning observations - stopwatch time</td>
<td>00:00:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table of input data - the main graph

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Ratio %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Working at machine</td>
<td>0.04:00</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Control activities</td>
<td>0.07:35</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Holding with place on the pallet</td>
<td>0.01:30</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Holding with place from the pallet</td>
<td>0.01:30</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Documentation</td>
<td>0.06:45</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 6. Measured and processed values a) direct worker b) operator of CNC machines - normal clevis c) operator of CNC machines – squab by clevis

Fig. 7. Suggested logistics flow
Conclusion
Digitization is applied in various industries. Even through the Tecnomatix Process Simulate tool can move the entire enterprise value chain to a higher level. Exact digital modelling, simulation and 3D spatial visualization allow professionals who collaborate to each other, to develop, visualize and analyse future production processes. Such an assessment will enable key decisions to be implemented and agreed in time, even on the basis of a wider understanding. This reduces errors that would otherwise arise only when the production started. In case study applied module Tecnomatix Process Simulate has enabled to create a comprehensive and realistic view of the production process through a fairly detailed simulation of logistics material flow with simulation of human movement. Applying simulation software which involves whole life cycle of products creates the conditions for quality communication of every member of the value chain anywhere and in real time. Technologists are able to provide the constructor with immediate feedback on whether there are any limitations on manufacturability. Such collaboration between individual chain members creates a comprehensive view of production planning and processes in the Industry 4.0 context. In the near future, it becomes important to fully connect the real environment with the digital environment through individual elements that are known in the context of Industry 4.0, for example, CPS, big data, cloud computing, IoT, IoS, etc. As part of this system, will be today used software products, like Tecnomatix Process Simulate, which is mentioned in the article. The implementation of these elements will allow for the creation of so-called Digital twin, which enable to implement, test and implement real-time changes, which will represent
the next level of company digitization, which will be an object of interest in our further research.
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